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MOTIVE Project funding framework
MOTIVE Project
Funded under Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union:
KA2 “Cooperation for Innovation and the exchange of good practices:
Capacity Building in the field of Higher Education”
MOTIVE is a Structural project
involve as full partner the Ministry of Education and Training
of Vietnam
MOTIVE Project is aimed at producing an impact on higher education systems
The project focuses on strengthening of relations between higher education
systems and the wider economic and social environment.
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MOTIVE Project partnership
Partner
n.

MOTIVE Project Partners

ACRONIM

Country

ANECA

Spain

TNU

Vietnam

FH JOANNEUM

Austria

1

Agencia Nacional de Evaluacion de la Calidad y Acreditacion

2

DAI HOC THAI NGUYEN (Thai Nguyen University)

3

FH JOANNEUM GESELLSCHAFT MBH (FH JOANNEUM, University of Applied
Sciences)

4

Halong University

HALOU

Vietnam

5

Hanoi University

HANU

Vietnam

6

Hiep Hoi Doanh Nghiep Nho Va Vua Thanh Pho Ha Noi (Hanoi Small and
Medium Enterprises Association )
HOC VIEN BAO CHI VA TUYEN TRUYEN (Academy of Journalism and
Communication)
HOC VIEN NONG NGHIEP VIET NAM (Vietnam National University of
Agriculture)
International Consulting and Mobility Agency Sociedad de Responsabilidad
Limitada

HanoiSME

Vietnam

AJC

Vietnam

VNUA

Vietnam

INCOMA

Spain

MOET

Vietnam

7
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9

10

Ministry of Education and Training

11

Posts and Telecommunications Institute of Technology

PTIT

Vietnam

12

TRUONG CAO DANG DU LICH HA NOI (Hanoi Tourism College)

HTC

Vietnam

13

Truong Dai hoc Noi vu Ha No (Hanoi University of Home Affairs)

HUHA

Vietnam

14

TRUONG DAI HOC SU PHAM NGHE THUAT TRUNG UONG (National University of
Art Education)

NUAE

Vietnam

15

Universitat de Barcelona

UB

Spain

16

CONSORZIO INTERUNIVERSITARIO ALMALAUREA

ALMALAUREA

Italy
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MOTIVE Project reason, description and impact envisaged

MOTIVE project, supported and inspired by MOET, aims at:
ensuring that the Vietnamese HE system address the challenging of
reform policy implementation on graduates tracking

How?
 through capacity building activities and know how transfer to Vietnamese
partners
 through short intensive trainings and consortium best practices to share during
thematic workshops and conferences
 creation of a Higher Education Institutions Centre for Graduates Tracking to
assess labour market placement and success of HE graduates
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MOTIVE Project reason, description and impact envisaged

What tools and actions?
 set-up of the first National Centre for Graduate Tracking in Vietnam
 develop a unique methodology and questionnaire
 capacity building activities, trainings, workshops and conferences

What impact envisaged?
 to modernize the HE sector by promoting an informative based approach to
policy reform
 availability of sustainable tools and methodologies to evaluate, monitor and
compare the success of graduates, try to measure the effects of policies
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MOTIVE Project actions to meet the priorities

TRANSPARENT AND SUSTAINABLE TOOL FOR PROMOTING GOVERNANCE AND REFORM
POLICY
 set up the National Centre for Graduate Tracking in Vietnam for monitoring
graduates
PROMOTE QUALITY ASSURANCE
 MOTIVE’ graduates database: tool for the National Centre and Universities to
carry out students’ surveys

GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE
 recommendation paper on university governance and strategic policies in HE
 guidelines for developing graduates tracking survey (based on the international
and EU best practices)
Graduates tracking is in fact among the priorities of MOET for implementing policy
reform in Vietnam.
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MOTIVE Project objectives

Main objectives:
(I) To strengthen Vietnamese capacities on graduates tracking

(II) To build-up Vietnamese skills for exploiting graduates’ data policy reforms
(III) To increase cooperation between Vietnamese universities and MOET
(IV) To reinforce the linkages between higher education sector and society
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MOTIVE Project indicators

 4 people trained per each newcomer university (capitalize the Erasmus+
561656 Project platform-based functionalities)
 2 people trained per each partner university on graduates tracking survey
 4 people trained per each partner university on graduates' data exploitation
 Set-up the “Higher Education Center graduates tracking”
 Stakeholders network creation

 Recommendation paper on university governance and strategic policies in
Higher Education
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MOTIVE Project target groups

 MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF VIETNAM
 UNIVERSITIES
 STUDENTS/GRADUATES

The MOTIVE Project = powerful tool for university choice and updated database on
Graduates employability in Vietnam

1
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MOTIVE Project main results

 Horizontal trainings addressed to newcomer university staff
 Developing a common questionnaire and methodological paper on graduates
tracking survey
 Drafting a Report on graduates tracking survey
 Recommendation paper on university governance and strategic policies in HE
 Set up the Centre for Graduate Tracking
 Release of guidelines for Graduate Tracking survey
 Set-up a section on scientific publications (working papers on HE, graduates
studies, labour market, international cooperation)
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MOTIVE Project main results

Workshop 1
place: Vietnam National University of Agriculture, Hanoi
(22-25 June 2021)

“Quality assurance mechanisms and approaches and its governance within
the Vietnamese institutions”
-delivered mainly by ANECA and dedicated to how to use Graduates surveys'
data for

supporting governance reform and QA in higher education

Workshop 2
place: Halong University
(15-17 July 2022)
“Self-assessment tool on scanning the key competences for employability
acquired along the degree studies”
-delivered mainly by INCOMA, explaining to the Vietnamese partners the tool
developed for the self-assessment of key competences for employability
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MOTIVE Project main results
Conference 1
place: AlmaLaurea, Bologna
(18-20 May 2022)

“Graduates and Labour Market”
-highlights the future opportunities for the HE in Asia and tools for improving the
HE sectors put in force by the stakeholders
-call for papers “Graduates and labour market” open to Vietnamese students; the
winner presented the working paper

Conference 2
place: AJC, Hanoi
(estimated date: 31 October – 3 November 2022)

“Evidence-based policy and higher education: progress, pitfalls and promise”
-wider reflections for the political dialogue on the governance of HE: identifying and/or
revisiting employment and labour market priorities, graduate profile
- labour market mismatches and how to address them, how universities and industry may
enhance their collaboration
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MOTIVE Project next steps and Sustainability

CARRY OUT THE SECOND GRADUATE TRACKING SURVEY

Why?
- Compare the 2021 with 2022 Vietnamese surveys (2021 was carried out
during COVID)
- Compare the data at International level (AlmaLaurea data, Eurograduate
initiative that involves 17 EU countries, etc)
- Improve and adapt the questionnaire
- Improve the data collected
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MOTIVE Project next steps and Sustaniability
Consequences and advantages:
- Possibility of project extension – we intend to ask the Euoropean Commission
the extension of the project with 9 months:
- Project end by its normal implementation period: 14 April 2023 (considering
the 3 months of suspension, March, April, May 2020 due to Covid-19)
- New planned deadline: 14 December 2023

- Asking the European Commission the difference of budget that we do not
received, due to the fact that we do not spent 70% of the first tranche (1° tranche
is 50% of Grant)
-

Posibility of an addition training seminar in Bologna (in 2023, date to be decided
by all partners)

- Posibility of an addition dissemination event at Ho Chi Minh City with the
participation of the 9 Vietnamese Universities (in 2023, date to be decided by all
partners)
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MOTIVE Project next steps and Sustaniability
Partners role in sustainability:

It is set up the “Higher Education Institutions Center for Graduate Tracking”:
- Lead figure: rector of Hanoi University as “Honorary Chair” of the Center:
mandate 2 years; than each University partner Rector/President will Chair
the Center
- Working team: at least one staff member for each Vietnamese University
and two from AlmaLaurea Interuniversity Consortium
- Scientific Committee (critical issues for survey release and studies)
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MOTIVE Project next steps and Sustaniability
Center structure definition and sustainability agreement

Other issues for sustainability agreement
-How to make and deliver the survey to the Center? (i.e. each university makes
its survey and the Center research team summarize the results at national level or
on a rotating basis)
-Working Paper publication (who manage the dissemination of the initiative, the
revision and publication? Should be the Scientific Committee)
-Stakeholder network promotion and update (all universities will send updates
twice a year) through local dissemination events, annual meetings, on spot visits to
new universities etc.
-Financing the Center beyond project life: Universities contributions (staff in
kind); public funds? Others? (e.i. possibility to ask a fee to companies for
downloaded the students/graduates CV’s from the platform)
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The AlmaLaurea management structure
AL Management Structure
Technical and scientific direction: for research activities planning, surveys pro
duction, technical development planning, human resources management, relation
s with Universities presidents and other stakeholder involved.

Marketing and services dissemination unit: dissemination of the offer of services
linked to the database for the best and quickest professional insertion of graduates
Quality control: unit in charge of guaranteeing the data quality, maximizing the
graduates’ participation rate, ensuring full and correct transmission odìf
administrative data by universities

The AlmaLaurea management structure
AL Management Structure
Help Desk for graduates: help desk for graduates and graduands, automated
processes management (password recovery process, web operations, FAQs, etc.)
and a second level (help by mail and telephone) of support to graduates for the c
orrect insertion of registration data and for filling the questionnaire.
Surveys team: team of statisticians for the surveys production from collected data
in the database, planning the survey on professional insertion, subcontracting, ex
ternal agency for phone interviews (mixed method CATI‐CAWI)3. Analysis and
report writing.
IT systems: team in charge of the maintenance and development of the web platfor
m and equipments, IT equipments, purchase and maintenance of equipments
Development of database production tools to be provided to the Quality and Rese
arch Unit.
Administration and HR: accountability, HR management, Executive Secretariat.

The AlmaLaurea sustaibality and sources of financing

Italian Ministry of Education and Research
Progressive membership of universities.
membership contribution and participation sum involves a one‐off
payment, depending on the total number of graduates of each university
(min. 2.582 €, max. 5.164 € . Moreover, in order to remain part of the
consortium and being inserted in the databank, each university has to pay
a yearly participation sum proportionate to the total number of graduates
of each university (6 euro per graduate).
Services to companies
Placement services as search of certified CV among more than 3 million
CVs; AL selection and CV screening, job offer publish, employer branding

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND ATTENTION!

For any further information, please contact:

dorel.manitiu @almalaurea.it
www.almalaurea.it/en

